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The lost art of connection
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T

he trouble with society in
general is that we are all
disconnected on so many
levels. We’re all glued to our phones,
the internet dominates our lives and
we’re all running around being busy
and doing things without being fully
present. And when we’re not fully
present we’re not connected.
We have a demand for things to be
right now and we are easily distracted
and moving onto the next thing.
What this does, is creates a massive
disconnection with everything including
ourselves and with our partners.
When we can’t connect to ourselves,
how can we connect with someone
else?
How does this affect us and our
relationships with our partners?
When we’re not present, we don’t
hear each other, so it affects our
communication and this filters down to
our intimate lives, including our sexual
experiences.
We need to learn how to stop,

breathe and become present within
ourselves. Connect to our hearts and
communicate from this place instead
of from our heads. If we desire more
intimacy, stronger connection with our
partner and better sexual experiences,
it all comes down to getting out of
our heads and into our bodies and
becoming more present.
There’s a myriad of reasons why we
disconnect, apart from the fast-paced
world we live in. Some of them are:
shame, guilt, sexual trauma, lack of selfworth, self-love, embarrassment about
our bodies, changes in our bodies after
childbirth, medication, drugs, alcohol
and PTSD.
So how can we start connecting to
ourselves?
By making time each day to stop
and breathe, whether it’s sitting in
silence for 10 minutes or meditating can
be a good place to start.
I have my clients go through some
processes where they feel into every
part of their body. Not changing
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anything, just having awareness of any
feelings or sensations in their bodies
as they connect with each part of
themselves whilst breathing slowly. This
simple process can bring about huge
changes for people bringing them new
awareness to their bodies and their
connection to self.
Making the effort with your partner
to do the same is also of value. Stop
and be in stillness together, breathe
deeply and feel the connection into
yourself and then with your partner.
Sending the intention of love to each
other and then communicate from
that place instead of having hurried
conversations thrown at each other as
you rush in the door.
When we’re heard, we feel
validated, so take the time to stop
and breathe and have the intention of
consciously connecting with each other
and you’ll see a massive difference in
your relating.
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